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Objective. To highlight the opportunities and challenges of developing and implementing performance outcome measures in rheumatology for accountability purposes.
Methods. We constructed a hypothetical performance outcome measure to demonstrate the benefits and challenges of
designing quality measures that assess patient outcomes. We defined the data source, measure cohort, reporting
period, period at risk, measure outcome, outcome attribution, risk adjustment, reliability and validity, and reporting
approach. We discussed outcome measure challenges specific to rheumatology and to fields where patients have predominantly chronic, complex, ambulatory care–sensitive conditions.
Results. Our hypothetical outcome measure was a measure of rheumatoid arthritis disease activity intended for evaluating Accountable Care Organization performance. We summarized the components, benefits, challenges, and tradeoffs between feasibility and usability. We highlighted how different measure applications, such as for rapid cycle
quality improvement efforts versus pay for performance programs, require different approaches to measure development and testing. We provided a summary table of key take-home points for clinicians and policymakers.
Conclusion. Performance outcome measures are coming to rheumatology, and the most effective and meaningful measures can only be created through the close collaboration of patients, providers, measure developers, and
policymakers. This study provides an overview of key issues and is intended to stimulate a productive dialogue
between patients, practitioners, insurers, and government agencies regarding optimal performance outcome measure
development.

Introduction
Standardized assessment of health care outcomes for
accountability purposes is a national priority. In contrast
to assessments of health care structure or processes of

care, outcome measures evaluate the results of care and
are therefore considered the most valid metrics for measuring and comparing clinical care, driving quality and
outcome improvement, and potentially increasing
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Significance & Innovations
 This study highlights the current focus on outcomes measurement in medicine.
 We discuss the challenges and opportunities
associated with developing and implementing
outcome quality measures intended for assessing
provider performance in rheumatology.
 The differences between outcome measures
intended for use in clinical trials and those specified and suitable for accountability purposes
are explored.

provider and health system accountability (Figure 1).
Despite controversies and challenges, public reporting of
performance outcome measures (POMs; measures used to
assess performance of the health care system or its
constituents) is associated with improvements in clinical
outcomes. Examples include declines in mortality after
coronary artery bypass surgery (1), central line–associated
bloodstream infections (2), and hospital mortality and
readmissions following acute myocardial infarction, congestive heart failure, and pneumonia (3–5). These
successes, along with process measure limitations, such
as their lack of concordance with patient outcomes (6),
have reinforced a national shift toward outcome measurement (7). As rheumatologists are increasingly impacted by
outcome measures (8,9), it is important to demystify these
complex metrics for practicing clinicians.
Few validated POMs are integrated into routine clinical
practice, and most evaluate either acute episodic care or
surgical procedures and are not applicable to rheumatologists. The application of outcome measures to chronic disease care, which is characteristic of rheumatology,
involves greater methodologic complexity. The goal of
this study was to highlight the opportunities and
challenges of developing and implementing POMs in
rheumatology in order to improve outcomes of patients
with rheumatic diseases. It is our hope that we will stimulate a dialogue between practitioners, insurers, and government agencies.
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physician, group practice, hospital, or other provider.
They encompass patient outcomes attributable to that provider and enable valid comparisons across providers or
with an established benchmark. They include assessments
of patient experience, symptoms, function, clinical
events, or even costs. An example of an outcome after hospital discharge is mortality; a corresponding outcome
measure might be hospital-level mortality rates within 30
days of admission. An example of an outcome following
outpatient knee osteoarthritis care might be a patient’s
pain level; a corresponding outcome measure might assess
patients’ average pain rating during a defined period.
Below we “build” a hypothetical POM in order to define
each measure component and review the associated
benefits and challenges; key points are shown in Table 1.

Why measure outcomes?
The greatest advantage of measuring outcomes is they capture what matters most to patients and clinicians, including patients’ health status and experiences within the
health care system. They also capture the downstream
effects of care processes, some of which are difficult to
directly measure (10). Measuring outcomes can often
make transparent those aspects of the patient experience
that may be less visible to providers. For example, asking
a patient with rheumatoid arthritis (RA) how they are
doing may under- or overestimate disease activity; hence
the need for standardized disease activity assessments to
inform treat-to-target strategies. Unlike process measures,
POMs do not offer a roadmap for improving care or list the
actions required to improve outcomes. Therefore, they do
not supplant process measures. POMs are primarily
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Figure 1. Review of structure, process, and outcome quality
measures. Structure measures define the presence or absence of
specific care resources or qualifications; process measures evaluate whether guideline-concordant or best practice care has
been provided. Outcome measures assess the downstream effect
of care structures and processes on the health status of patients
and populations. All 3 kinds of quality measures can be used
for accountability purposes (e.g., in public reporting or pay for
performance programs).
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Table 1.

Key take-home points regarding performance outcome measures (POMs) in rheumatology

What are POMs?
Why measure outcomes?
What are the key
requirements and tradeoffs in developing rheumatology POMs?

What POMs exist in
rheumatology?
What lies ahead?

POMs are formal tools allowing scientifically valid comparisons of quality of care across
providers or to an established benchmark.
POMs aim to assess what matters most to patients and clinicians and capture the downstream
effects of health care processes.
Data source: data used to create and report POMs must balance the benefits of detailed,
reproducible information with the burden of data collection.
Measure cohort (denominator): the measure cohort for POMs should accurately and reliably
capture the population of interest.
Reporting period: the reporting period for POMs should consider the measurement goal (e.g.,
short-term quality improvements or pay for performance).
Period at risk: the period at risk for POMs should reflect a standard timeframe during which
it is reasonable to attribute outcomes to the measured provider or group.
Measure outcome: the measure outcome for POMs should be unambiguous, be feasible to
collect and report, provide meaningful information to providers and patients, and represent
an outcome influenced by the health care system or providers being assessed.
Outcome attribution: the results of POMs should be attributed to the entity most responsible
for patient care, while simultaneously recognizing minimum sample sizes needed for stable
performance estimates and the multidisciplinary care required for complex chronic rheumatic diseases.
Risk adjustment: risk adjustment of POMs is critical to ensuring that providers are not
penalized for caring for patients at greater risk.
Reliability and validity testing: POMs should be created from valid, reproducible data and
tested to ensure they produce reliable and valid results.
Implementation and results reporting: reporting of POMs should consider their primary
purpose and audience.
There are no existing National Quality Forum–endorsed national POMs suitable for the
majority of rheumatologists’ patients.
POMs are here to stay, and the most effective and meaningful measures can only be created
through the close collaboration of patients, providers, measure developers, and
policymakers.

developed for public reporting and accountability
purposes, to inform and drive quality improvement.

What are the key requirements and tradeoffs in
developing rheumatology POMs?
In order to illustrate the methods, benefits, and challenges of
measuring outcomes among patients with chronic illness,
we created a hypothetical POM of RA disease activity using
electronic health record (EHR) data. We considered each
component of this example, i.e., data source, measure
cohort, reporting period, period at risk, measure outcome,
outcome attribution, risk adjustment, reliability and validity, and reporting (Table 2). We used terminology consistent
with the American Heart Association’s published outcome
measure guidance (11), tailored for rheumatology.
Data source. Existing POMs use many data sources,
including administrative claims, clinical registries,
patient surveys, or EHR data. Each data source offers its
own balance between the detail of information captured
and the cost and burden of both initial and ongoing data
collection. POMs bring an additional challenge of centralizing data to allow for risk adjustment of patient case mix.
Our EHR measure of RA disease activity would require
that all measured providers capture and export sufficient
information to identify patients with RA, assess their disease activity level, and adjust for disease severity, as
explained below.

Measure cohort. The measure cohort for any outcome
measure consists of patients for whom the outcome will
be measured; some measures label this the denominator.
To ensure measurement is comprehensive and representative, the cohort should be clearly defined using reliably
captured data and include all eligible patients with the
relevant condition within a specified time period. For our
hypothetical RA disease activity POM, the measure cohort
might include all patients with RA in an Accountable
Care Organization (ACO) as defined by the presence of a
single rheumatologist visit coded for RA within a specified timeframe. This approach offers the ease of using
claims data to identify the cohort and the specificity of a
rheumatologist’s (versus non-rheumatologist’s) diagnosis
of RA. However, this approach might identify patients
with suspected RA who are subsequently determined to
have another diagnosis or miss patients with RA who are
not seeing a rheumatologist. Administrative claims codes
minimize additional data collection burden, but are a limited reflection of patients’ health status.
Reporting period. To identify the measure cohort, the
time period for cohort eligibility (reporting period) must
be specified. The key tradeoff in choosing the reporting
period is that of timeliness (i.e., how current the data are)
versus precision. Shorter reporting periods (e.g., 3
months) capture more recent outcomes, allowing for more
rapid detection of short-term improvements, but include
fewer outcome events and therefore less precision. Longer

Data used to
calculate the
measure results

Patients included
in measure and
assessed for the
outcome of
interest

Time period for
cohort eligibility

Measure cohort

Reporting period

Definition

Data source

Measure
component

Table 2.

Must balance how current
the data are with how
many events are captured (which impacts
the precision of the
POM)

Must balance inclusivity
and comprehensive
measurement with
capturing patients with
similar risk profiles

Must balance ease of
collection with
sufficient detail and
reproducibility

Key issues

A 36-month period
starting January 1 and
updated each year, producing a rolling 3-year
measure

All patients with RA in
provider’s practice with
a rheumatologist-coded
visit for RA within 36month measurement
period

EHR and administrative
billing data

Hypothetical RA disease
activity POM example

POM components and key issues for rheumatology*

Data collected need to accurately identify patients and
their outcomes to be measured as well as capture key
risk factors, such as disease
duration and severity, to
allow for adequate risk
adjustment (see below).
Criteria used to identify
patients with RA for research
purposes may under-/overidentify cases appropriate for
quality measurement.
There is a tradeoff between the
detail and amount of clinical
data available for identifying
eligible patients and the costs
and burden of collecting this
data. EHRs may offer longterm mechanisms for collecting clinical data, but require
significant upfront costs, and
not all clinical data in the
EHR are equally appropriate
for use in measurement.
Longer measurement periods
offer more cases and therefore
more precise and stable POM
results, but will not be as sensitive to rapid cycle quality
improvements (or
decrements) compared with a
shorter measurement period.
Shorter reporting periods allow
for more rapid detection of
short-term improvements, but
fewer outcome events; longer
periods allow inclusion of
more patients and more outcome events, but include data
that are often much less
current.
(continued)

Additional
considerations
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Followup period
during which
outcome of
interest (in our
example, RA
disease activity)
is assessed

Clinical outcome
that the measure
captures

Indicates entity
held responsible
for measure result

Measure outcome

Outcome attribution

Definition

Period at risk

Measure
component

(Cont’d)

ACO-level risk-adjusted
average number of days
in remission

Outcome attributed to
ACOs

Should emphasize shared
responsibility as appropriate and avoid
encouraging harmful
behavior or unintended
consequences

180 days from first
rheumatologist-coded
visit for RA within 36month measurement
period

Hypothetical RA disease
activity POM example

Ideally captures meaningful variation in health
outcomes or patient
experiences of care
influenced by provider
actions

Must be standard
timeframe to avoid bias,
but challenging to
define appropriate start
and end dates for
chronic diseases

Key issues

Table 2.

Should be long enough to allow
opportunity for both treatment to take effect and
patient to return for reassessment.
May be impacted by frequency
of assessments; disease activity scores for patients seen
only once will be based on
only one assessment and may
not reflect changes that occur
as a result of treatment decisions at the initial encounter.
In contrast, a patient seen at
baseline and 4 months later
will have 2 disease activity
assessments that could be
averaged to calculate their
score for the 180-day period,
but this average may over- or
underestimate their actual
disease activity level during
this period.
Acknowledges fluctuations in
disease activity in patients
with RA, but subject to variability based on numbers of
assessments used to calculate
measure outcome as noted
above.
Entity held responsible should
be able to meaningfully
impact outcome.
Attribution of outcomes to individual physicians is often
limited by smaller sample
sizes that make it difficult to
distinguish physician or provider performance; aggregating data to the level of a
larger responsible entity can
both provide greater case volume (and thus measurement
precision) as well as incentivize collaborative, coordinated
care.
(continued)

Additional
considerations
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Degree to which
components and
results of measure are
reproducible

Degree to which
components and
results of measure truly reflect
their intended
meaning
How measure is
calculated and
results are provided to target
audience

Reliability testing

Validity testing

Implementation and
results reporting
Must balance feasibility of
data collection, interpretability, and usability of measure results,
and statistical precision

Should ideally account for
patient-level risk variables associated with
the measure outcome,
but not provider
performance
Measure components
must be reproducible
and indicate the same
information across
patients and providers
in order for the measure
to provide meaningful
performance assessment
Measure components and
results must indicate
the intended content in
order for the measure to
provide meaningful performance assessment

Key issues

(Cont’d)

Report ACO-level riskadjusted observed average number of days in
remission in comparison to the national
average

Use validated instrument
for measuring disease
activity and expert consensus–based approach
to assess measure face
validity

Use standard approaches
for defining and
extracting EHR data elements; examine test–
retest reliability of measure results using
accepted methods

Adjust for relevant clinical comorbidities and
other patient characteristics that are associated
with RA disease activity

Hypothetical RA disease
activity POM example

Use of expert consensus to
assess measure face validity
will provide an important
safeguard to ensure results
are both meaningful to clinicians and patients and
actionable.
EHR data theoretically provide
a rich source of clinically
detailed information, but uniform data extraction from
EHRs and data centralization
for risk adjustment can be
challenging and costly.
The average number of remission
days is a point estimate of
ACO performance; additionally, it may be important to
provide an assessment of the
uncertainty surrounding that
point estimate using a confidence interval or other
approach.
If the national average is very
low, demonstrating poor performance overall, it may not
be advisable to benchmark
against this standard.
Alternatively, clinical experts
could create a consensusdefined benchmark that
reflects a reasonable care goal.

Avoid adjusting for provider
characteristics and/or characteristics that reflect provider
choice; for example, adjusting
for biologic versus nonbiologic DMARD medication.
Use of standardized disease
activity assessments will limit
variation in measure results
unrelated to provider care
quality.

Additional
considerations

* POM 5 performance outcome measure; RA 5 rheumatoid arthritis; EHR 5 electronic health record; ACO 5 Accountable Care Organization; DMARD 5 disease-modifying antirheumatic drug.

Statistical correction for differences in patient
case mix

Definition

Risk adjustment

Measure
component

Table 2.
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Adverse drug events
Opportunistic infections
Fragility fractures

Access to care
Timeliness of care
Communication
Appropriate use of MRI in acute low back pain

Resource utilization during a discrete episode of care

Safety

Experience with care

Cost

* POMs 5 performance outcome measures; MRI 5 magnetic resonance imaging.

Efficiency

Patient global assessment
Pain visual analog scale
Patient-Reported Outcomes Measurement Information
System (PROMIS) 29-item health profile and functional assessment

C-reactive protein level
Erythrocyte sedimentation rate
Active urinary sediment
Complement studies
Serum urate level
Swollen joint count
Tender joint count
Disease activity
Functional status
Physician global assessment

Examples

Emphasizes guidelineconcordant care to
improve health care
efficiency
Use with clinical POMs
may offer insight into
care value (quality/cost)

Represent patient-centered
outcomes

Patients and providers
usually agree they represent serious adverse
outcomes

Represent patient-centered
outcomes

Better scores on
assessments are often
associated with
improved long-term
clinical outcomes

Often more easily
captured/standardized
than other assessments

Potential benefits

Potential pitfalls

Unclear how to interpret (high cost
separated from clinical outcomes is
neither good nor bad)

May decrease appropriate as well as
inappropriate care

Variable reproducibility, potentially
resulting in unreliable performance
results
Multiple similar instruments requiring
either consensus regarding best metric or additional testing to define consistent results across metrics
Variable burden of data collection
Variable reproducibility, potentially
resulting in unreliable performance
results
Limited responsiveness data in rheumatic diseases available for newer
instruments
Variable burden of data collection
May be rare, making it difficult to
accurately estimate performance
May be influenced by many factors,
making it challenging to attribute to
individual provider
Do not provide information about
quality of clinical care

Influenced by many factors
May not reflect meaningful outcomes to
patients or providers

Examples and potential benefits and pitfalls of outcomes relevant to rheumatology POMs*

Patient-reported outcomes

Physician-reported outcomes

Intermediate outcomes

Outcome categories

Table 3.
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reporting periods (e.g., 1 or more years) allow inclusion of
more patients and more outcome events, but include data
that are often much less current.
Ultimately, the reporting period depends on the number
of measured patients and outcome events and the
intended use of the measure. Our RA disease activity
POM might capture patients seen in the outpatient setting
during a 36-month period and we might update the results
each year, producing a rolling 3-year measure. Such a
measure might be appropriate for public reporting if it
captures sufficient numbers of eligible patients to provide
an accurate and precise estimate of an ACO’s patients’
outcomes. However, it may not be useful for assessing the
impact of local quality improvement efforts because it
would be difficult to detect short-term changes in
performance.
Period at risk. Distinct from the reporting period,
which helps define the denominator, the period at risk is
the followup period during which the outcome of interest
is expected to occur and can be detected; it defines the
period of time for assessing the outcome for the measure
numerator. To be reliably reproduced and compared
across providers, there must be a clearly defined and consistent period at risk. Though outcome events may occur
outside this period, the period is typically chosen to
include the time of greatest risk and attribution. Chronic
diseases present a challenge because the date of their
onset is often unclear, so it is difficult to know when to
start the period at risk. For our RA disease activity POM,
we could anchor the period at risk to an outpatient rheumatology visit. Measurement would then start on the date
of the first RA-coded outpatient visit with a rheumatologist in the 36-month reporting period. This has the advantage of linking the start of measurement to a date when the
provider had an opportunity to assess and influence
patient health.
To eliminate the potential for detecting differences in
outcomes that do not reflect care quality, the period at risk
should be a standard time period. For our measure, we
define the period at risk to be 180 days from that initial
visit. If the period at risk were defined as the intervening
time between RA-related visits, physicians who see
patients with RA more frequently would have a shorter
period in which to achieve an optimal measure outcome,
resulting in measure results that may not reflect care quality. The period at risk should consider the intervals at
which data are collected (e.g., frequency of disease activity assessments) and the relationship between providers’
actions and the outcome (e.g., it is difficult for a provider
to influence patient outcomes if that patient is not seen for
an extended period).
Measure outcome. POMs typically capture clinical outcomes. The measure outcome (numerator) should be
unambiguous, be feasible to collect and report, provide
meaningful information to providers and patients, and be
influenced by the health care system or the providers
being assessed. The measure outcome could be a desirable
event, such as achievement of remission, or an adverse
event, such as death or infection; it could capture a
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measured health state, such as pain or functional status,
or it could assess the cost of a defined episode of care.
POMs should be distinguished from other “outcome
measures,” such as the standardized clinical and radiographic assessments developed or validated by Outcome
Measures in Rheumatology or other organizations, which
are used to evaluate therapeutic interventions in randomized clinical trials but do not include the specifications
required for performance reporting (e.g., a defined reporting period and case mix adjustment). However, these standardized assessments are critical components of POMs
because they are often used to define part of the measure
outcome.
“Intermediate” clinical outcome measures refer to
interim assessments instead of the ultimate outcome we
are trying to achieve (or avoid) with treatment.
Inflammatory marker values are examples of intermediate
outcomes; abnormal results are often influenced by clinical care, but most rheumatologists and patients would
agree that they lack specificity when examined in isolation and assess only a limited spectrum of an RA patient’s
health state (Table 3).
For our RA disease activity POM, we must define the
instrument(s) used to assess disease activity and decide
whether we will measure static disease activity, change in
disease activity, or perhaps achievement of a predefined
benchmark (e.g., remission or low disease activity state).
Rheumatology has the advantage of a large number of validated RA-specific assessments of disease activity and the
disadvantage that no single assessment has universal
endorsement for use in clinical practice (12). Further, outcomes can be captured as dichotomous (e.g., an event
occurred versus did not occur), quantitative (e.g., number
of infections), or graded (e.g., Multidimensional Health
Assessment Questionnaire score) variables (13,14). How
the outcome is captured affects how it is analyzed,
reported, and received by patients and clinicians.
Our hypothetical POM will assess the average (riskadjusted) number of days in remission or with low disease
activity as defined by the Clinical Disease Activity Index
(CDAI) (15) within the 180-day period at risk among all of
an ACO’s eligible patients with RA. Providers delivering
higher-quality care (i.e., those whose patients spend more
time in remission or in a low disease activity state) will
have a higher POM score. Our definition recognizes low
disease activity disease as a goal of care. It acknowledges
that disease activity fluctuates over time and that static
assessments may not accurately reflect patients’ experiences. This definition is limited by when and how often
the data are collected. If a patient is seen monthly during
the 180-day period at risk, they may have 6 disease activity assessments from which to calculate the number of
days in remission or a low disease activity state; fewer
visits and therefore fewer assessments will require additional assumptions about a patient’s disease activity
between assessments and may over- or underestimate
their actual disease activity during that period.
Both the patient population under evaluation and the
intended use of the measure impact the measure outcome
definition. A measure intended solely for rapid cycle quality improvement might assess short-term improvements in
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CDAI scores for newly diagnosed patients with RA. Such a
measure might not be very useful for accountability because
it only measures outcomes for a narrow population of
recently diagnosed patients. Chronic diseases such as RA,
in which the goal of care is to minimize disease activity and
maintain function and quality of life, have the added complexity that patient populations often reflect a broad range
of both disease severity and disease activity, with disease
flares occurring in sometimes otherwise stable, wellmanaged patients. Further complicating RA measurement
are recent changes in clinical practice that utilize more
aggressive treatment regimens early in the disease course,
potentially followed by sequential withdrawal or tapering
of medications after achieving clinical remission in order to
minimize the number and potency of agents required for
longer-term maintenance. This evolution in RA treatment
strategy may result in patients previously in remission experiencing clinical flares that do not necessarily represent substandard care quality.
Outcome attribution. Outcome attribution refers to the
entity held responsible for the performance assessed by
the measure. This entity must be able to meaningfully
influence patient outcomes either directly through the
care provided or indirectly through communication or
influence on care coordination. Moreover, each patient in
the measure cohort should be unambiguously associated
with exactly one entity. Depending on the intended measure application, this entity could be an individual care
provider, such as an eligible professional defined by the
Meaningful Use EHR incentive program (16), a group of
physicians, a hospital, or an ACO. The choice of entity
responsible for measure performance impacts many
aspects of measure development, from the cohort definition to the number of patients and outcome events
required to produce stable performance estimates.
For our measure, we could attribute the outcome to the
ACO in which the patient is enrolled at the time of the
baseline assessment. Given the rarity and diversity of
rheumatic diseases and the frequency of comorbid conditions, outcomes for patients with RA can be difficult to
attribute to individual rheumatologists or other health
care professionals, since small sample sizes yield less precise measure results. Attributing our measure outcome to
an ACO will offer greater sample sizes, and therefore
greater ability to distinguish performance among ACOs,
and facilitates assessment of coordinated, multidisciplinary care. Moreover, while patients may be treated by multiple providers during the period at risk, they will only be
enrolled in one ACO at a time. In addition to publicly
reporting ACO-level results, the reporting entity (e.g.,
Medicare) could privately provide each ACO with
physician-level data to inform local quality improvement
efforts.
Risk adjustment. One of the most critical and technically challenging aspects of outcome measurement is risk
adjustment, which seeks to adjust the outcomes of different measured providers according to the risk level of the
patients on which they are being measured. Risk adjustment is critical because it levels the playing field, allowing
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comparisons between providers to be made on the basis of
outcomes for similar patients; providers caring for sicker
patients are not unfairly penalized if their patients have
poorer observed outcomes. To most accurately compare
outcome performance across measured entities, it is
important to identify which patient factors impact outcomes and, to the extent possible, adjust for variation in
those factors across providers. The goal of risk adjustment
is to predict the outcome expected based on the individual
characteristics of the patient (e.g., their preexisting risk
factors and clinical characteristics), to serve as a reference
point by which a provider’s actual observed performance
can be evaluated. Although it is typically impossible to
identify or capture all risk factors that might influence an
outcome, and therefore create a perfectly level playing
field, adjusting for the most important differences in
patient risk factors can substantially improve comparability between providers.
To account for the differences in patient risk factors, a
POM typically utilizes a risk model. Abstractly, this is a set
of risk factors and their estimated effect on the outcome.
The specification of a risk model entails identifying the risk
factors to be included and specifying their relationship to
the outcome. For our measure, an appropriate risk model
will need to include patient risk factors known to influence
RA disease activity, including clinical factors such as seropositivity, disease duration, and baseline disease activity,
and other factors (e.g., comorbidities, demographic characteristics such as age and sex, potentially duration of care
under this provider, or lifestyle factors such as smoking). As
with other POM components, risk variables need to be
clearly defined, be reliably measured, and represent the
same risk information across providers and care settings.
Furthermore, they should not be related to patient treatment, because that is the subject of assessment. For example, complications of care should not be included as risk
factors because, even though they often impact outcomes,
they are a result of care. Patient adherence is a controversial
risk factor for POMs because there is disagreement about
how much providers can influence it.
There is an active, ongoing debate about including (or
not including) sociodemographic factors such as ethnicity
or income in POM risk models. The National Quality
Forum (NQF), the national consensus authority for quality
measure endorsement, recently commissioned a panel to
review its policy excluding sociodemographic factors
such as race or socioeconomic status from risk adjustment
models. The panel’s report strongly favored inclusion of
sociodemographic factors in POM risk models (17). The
NQF leadership has not changed NQF policy, but is pursuing a 2-year trial period during which measures can be
submitted for endorsement with sociodemographic factors
included in risk adjustment (18). Data collected during
this trial period will inform revisions to NQF policy.
Those in favor of risk adjusting for sociodemographic
factors note that providers serving low socioeconomic or
minority populations might be unfairly penalized because
measures do not take important patient-level factors into
consideration. Those cautioning against risk adjusting for
sociodemographic factors reference evidence supporting
low socioeconomic status or minority populations often
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underuse higher-quality providers (19,20) or are cared for by
poorer-performing providers. For example, providers caring
for minority patients achieve worse patient safety outcomes
on their nonminority patients compared to peer providers
(21), making it difficult to determine if poor performance is
due solely to patient-level factors, poor provider quality,
other factors, or a combination. Further, including sociodemographic factors in risk-adjustment models will potentially remove incentives for improving care for those very
populations with disparate outcomes. Despite the controversy, most agree that one goal of measurement should be to
reduce disparities while maintaining resources to providers
serving vulnerable populations.
Not all risk factors have the same effect on the outcome;
therefore, once identified, risk factors must be used to
adjust the outcome measure for each measured entity. A
statistical method is chosen to incorporate the risk factors
into the final risk model. Several approaches are common,
with the choice depending on the outcome specification
(dichotomous, quantitative, graded), number and kind of
risk factors (categorical or continuous), sample size, and
anticipated use of the measure. The most common
approach for large numbers of patients and providers is to
use statistical models that can directly estimate the specific risk effects of providers, separate from the effects of
risk factors (e.g., hierarchical logistic regression), and use
the results to construct provider-level metrics.
Reliability and validity testing. Both the measure components and the overall measure results should be
assessed for reliability and validity according to standard
guidance (11). Reliability refers to the degree to which the
same measure produces the same results when applied to
entities with the same underlying performance. Validity,
in the context of POMs, refers to the degree to which the
outcome being measured reflects true underlying care
quality. This is more difficult to establish than reliability
because the ideal way to assess validity of a measure
would be to compare with a gold standard of perfect care;
however, such standards are rare. Therefore, measure
validity usually depends on “face validity” (the extent to
which the outcome and risk model represent what most
people in the field believe to be true reflections of patient
experience) and/or a comparison with subjective rankings
of providers. For our measure, we could require the data
be tested to ensure reliability and validate the extracted
EHR data against manually abstracted clinical data.
Implementation and results reporting. Once the POM
is completed, it must be implemented and the measure
results must be presented to relevant stakeholders. This
might involve public reporting or private sharing of the
results with the entities being measured, or both. The
underlying purpose of the measure dictates the format and
approach to results reporting. Measures used for accountability might compare a provider to an accepted benchmark. Our measure of the risk-adjusted mean number of
days in remission for an ACO’s patients with RA produces
a continuous score that could be benchmarked against the
national average.
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As part of its measure evaluation, the NQF assesses the
feasibility of POM data collection and the ability of the
POM results to be interpreted by stakeholders and meaningfully impact care (i.e., usability). POM implementation
and reporting can be resource intensive for patients, providers, and the entity reporting the POM results. While the
EHR offers potential avenues for minimizing data collection burden, clinical practice will need to evolve to capture patient outcomes that adequately inform clinical
decision making, improve quality of care, and allow for
scientifically rigorous POM reporting.

What POMs exist in rheumatology?
There is currently a paucity of POMs for assessing rheumatologic care. A search of the NQF Quality Positioning
System (22–24) for endorsed outcome measures applicable to nonsurgical treatment of musculoskeletal diseases
in the ambulatory care setting yielded 9 measures: change
in basic mobility as measured by the AM-PAC (Activity
Measure for Post-Acute Care; NQF#0429); change in daily
activity function as measured by the AM-PAC
(NQF#0430); functional status change for patients with
knee impairments (NQF#0422); functional status change
for patients with hip impairments (NQF#0423); functional
status change for patients with foot and ankle impairments (NQF#0424); functional status change for patients
with lumbar impairments (NQF#0425); functional status
change for patients with shoulder impairments
(NQF#0426); functional status change for patients with
elbow, wrist, or hand impairments (NQF#0427); and functional status change for patients with general orthopedic
impairments (NQF#0428). All assess patients’ riskadjusted function and mobility and are intended as
assessments of rehabilitation following acute injury, surgery, and/or admission to a medical facility. None are
intended for measuring outcomes related to chronic disease management or for common rheumatic diseases like
RA, gout, or systemic lupus erythematosus.

What lies ahead?
Performance outcome measurement is here to stay. The
NQF Measures Application Partnership, which advises the
Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services (CMS) on which
measures are suitable for federal measurement programs,
recently conditionally supported (25) using a CMS measure
still under development that examines functional status
and shared decision making in patients with RA for the
Physician Quality Reporting System, acknowledging that
the measure concept was promising, but required further
development. Therefore, even before a measure is completed, CMS and others are considering how it will be
implemented. Further, the Medicare Access and Children’s
Health Insurance Program (CHIP) Reauthorization Act of
2015 (MACRA) mandates a new physician payment structure focused on a Merit-Based Incentive Payment System
(MIPS) or Alternative Payment Models, both of which
require quality measurement (26). MIPS will calculate a
composite physician performance score, incorporating
quality, resource use, clinical practice improvement, and
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meaningful use of the EHR (27); POMs are expected to be
an increasingly important component.
To ensure rheumatologists can choose to be meaningfully measured on their care of patients with rheumatic
disease, rather than using measures developed for
nonrheumatic diseases, the American College of
Rheumatology (ACR) has developed several process measures suitable for federal reporting. In addition, the ACR
will begin development of a POM for RA in 2016, using
clinical data from ACR’s Rheumatology Informatics
System for Effectiveness (RISE) Registry. Rheumatologists
can learn about the ACR’s existing RA measures and how
RISE can help physicians navigate MACRA through its
website (online at www.rheumatology.org). The most
effective and meaningful POMs can only be created
through the close collaboration of patients, providers,
measure developers, and policymakers; we hope this article will spark readers to talk to their patients and the ACR
about what outcomes are most meaningful to them.
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